Party Interviews
I NO 01
SIS political party. %111 hold interviews Monday and Tuesday in
V11158 for student council representatives. Interested students may make appointments
for interviews with Larry f’ollIns, campaign co-chairman, at
295-0231.
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Seventh Street Rally

State Plans
To Increase
Construction

Pres. Clark To Address
Education Demonstration

MOULDER HALL is one of the several living centers which will perform for Sparta
Sings tonight at 8 in the Civic Auditorium.
Doug Willbanks (above) is the arranger and

Ph ,1 by Stove Std,,
director of the group’s selections. Tickets
are $1 each and are available today in front
of the cafeteria, Spartan Bookstore and at
the auditorium door this evening.

Sparta Sings’ Tonight in Civic Auditorium
The big night is hen, for
Sparta Sings which opens at
8 in the Civic Auditorium.
The theme for Sparta Sings
is "The Wonderful World of
Song." Tickets may be purchased today for $1 each in
front of the cafeteria, Spar-

Trustees Request Pay Raise
In Lieu of Cut in Enrollment
LOS ANGELES (UP!) The
state legislature and the governor
yesterday were faced with an ultimatum by California state college trustees to increase faculty
salaries or have thousands of students refused admission.
At a special meeting Wednesday night, the board passed a
resolution stating:
"Unless the legislature and governor take some early action on
faculty salary increases and adequate support budget state colleges will have no choice but to
refuse admission to thousands of
qualified students in the fall because little time is left to recruit
qualified faculty."
The board also authorized chancellor Glenn S. Dumke to set
enrollment limits for individual
colleges.
The board had requested a
budget of $165 million, including
a 15.8 per cent increase in faculty
salaries. The budget was cut to

t the
tan Bookstore and
auditorium door this evening.
Entertainment will be supplied by the San Jose Dance
Band and a rock and roll
group of students from Alpha Tau Omega and Theta
Chi.
Judges for the evening will

be Raymond Foote, protess,,i
at Foothill College, Fred LaCosse, of KNTV, Dr. Hartle)
Snyder, former head of the
San Jose State Music Department, and Mrs. Phyliss
Wayne, production, dancing
and choral instructor at an
El Cerrito high school.

Three to four thousand students
are expected to crowd Seventh
Street at noon today for what may
be the largest rally at San Jose
State this semester.
The estimate was made by Phil
Whitten, president of Students for
Excellence in Education, (SEE)
sponsors of the rally.
Speakers who will talk include
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark, Bob
Pisan, ASB president, and Asternblyman William Stanton of San
Jose.
TELEGRAMS
Governor Edmund G. Brown and
Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare Anthony Celebrezze have
promised to send telegrams in
support of the rally.
The rally, designed to show support for the faculty, will also be
addressed by Whitten, Dr. Bruce
Ogilvie, head of the psychology
department, and Dr. Marvin Lee,
associate professor of economics.
A notice was released yesterday
by SEE addressed to faculty members, explaining the nature of the
rally. The notice reads in part
"If at all possible we are requesting you to dismiss your 12:30
to 1:30 class to attend this rally."
The rally will show students
support their faculty by a "responsible demostration," Armand

$135 million and the salary increase trimmed to 5 per cent.
Dr. Mary 0. Bowman, associate
Anticipated enrollment for the
state colleges next fall is 165,000, professor of physical education,
a 10 per cent increase from the has been named to replace Dr.
June V. McCann as head of the
current 150,000.
SJS department of physical education for women effective Sept. 1.
Dr. McCann, professor and department head for women’s physical education since 1957, will return to full-time teaching.
Prior to joining the SJS faculty
in 1962, Dr, Bowman was on the
faculty of Central Washington
State College. From 1952 to 1956,
she served as supervisor of health
and physical education for the
Oregon State Department of Public Instruction. She also held faculty positions at Idaho State College and the University of Oregon.
A native of Washington, Dr.
Bowman received a BA. from
Central Washington State College,
an M.S. from the University of
Oregon ad the Ph.D. from State
DR. GLENN S. DUMKE
. . . enrollment limits University of Iowa.

Student Receives Awards

By DAVE PARK
A San Jose State AFROTC
cadet has been selected as the
most outstanding cadet in the
nation for 1965, the Air Force announced yesterday. The cadet is
Robert A. Gillham Jr., a 22-yearold senior chemistry major.
Gillham, also the recipient of
the "Detachment, Air Force Association Silver Medal," as the outstanding Aerospace Studies 4 cadet, and the "Air Force Association Award for Area I," was
cadet commander of the SJS
AFROTC Detachment last fall.
He will receive the Area I award
and the national citation during
ceremonies at the Arnold Air Society National Conclave in Washington, D.C., on April 11-14.
Gillham, also the winner of the
"Valor Bronze Cross of Achieve*

*

*

rnent
At-ea I" last fall, was
selected by a panel of officers of
the Air Command and Staff School
of the Air University.
He was in competition with cadets from eight other areas
throughout the nation who have
won one or both of their area
awards.
Gillham was officially notified
of the award in a letter from
Brig. Gen. William C. Lindley,
Commandant of ROTC, on March
26. The announcement to the detachment was not made until yesterday.
Col. W. G. Downey, Area I commandant, presented the detachment award to Gillham as Capt.
Porter of AFROTC made the announcement during awards ceremonies.
During the three-an-one-half

*

*

*

PRESIDENT CONGRATULATES

Open End Forum on Air
Rich Hernandez, program director,
said.
This latest programming "first"
is in line with various other KSJS
format changes including the recent all -campus talent folk music
show last week, and plans to
present "Sparta Sings" winners
on tape at S p.m. Tuesday, Her-

Vice Pres. Dusel To Speak at Dante Event
The first commemorative event
for the 700th anniversary of the
birth of Dante will take place at
SJS at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday in
Concert Hall.
Vice Pres. William J. Dosel will
head a panel discussion on different aspects of Dante’s "Divine
Comedy." Other members of the
panel will be Dr. Arturo B. Tellico,
professor of philosophy; Dr. Louis

Waters, associate professor of
English, and Sebastian Cassarino,
assistant professor of foreign language.
Parts of the "Divine Comedy"
will be recited in the original
Italian.
The event is sponsored by the
SJS Humanities Program and the
Humanities Club. The public is
invited to attend.

Hernandez, senior sociology major
said.
Hernandez and his wife, Lynne,
are the founders of the "Foundation for Faculty" fund which is
located in the Cashier’s office in
the administration building. The
fund is to aid faculty members
both financially and morally.
"This rally will show that students are accepting responsibility
for the privilege of their education," Hernandez added.
"Quality of education is commensurate with faculty pay, Earl
Hanson, SEE spokesman said.
DONATIONS
Many groups on campus, including residence halls and fraternities have expressed the intention
of making donations to the fund
during today’s rally.
Hernandez, one of the organizers of the rally, expects the
idea of students demonstrating responsibly for thier faculty , to
spread to other campuses.
"We must increase the morale
of our faculty and show them we
are concerned," he said.
The American Federation of
Teachers is reportedly in support
of the rally, and will announce
It in classes taught by Arr professors.
SEE, sponsor of the rally, is a
new group on campus, officially

Dr. Mary Bowman ’Most Outstanding Cadet’
To Assume Post
As P.E. Dept. Head

Birth Control Topic

KSJS, the college FM radio station, (90.7) will carry "live" Open
End forum’s discussion of "Birth
Control, Abortion and Population
Explosion," tonight beginning at
7:30.
"This is the first time anything
like this has been tried, especially
with such a controversial topic,"

Mrs. Judy Gerson, SJS graduate student in dance, will
perform a dance bused on an
Israeli theme for the International Student Organization
(ISO) this afternoon at 3:39
in cafeteria A and D.
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Steps are being taken to lessen
California’s projected "growing
pains" in the next five years
through the latest revision of the
state’s building plan for that
period.
A proposed construction budget
of more than $32 million for SJS
pointed to the state’s expectations
of mushrooming enrollment for
the Spartan campus.
Prepared by the State Department of Finance, the plan does
not assure financing of the suggested projects, but merely provides a projection of the state’s
needs to keep up with expandim
population.
The first year covered by the
program (1965-66) includes among
other projects Classroom Bui[dine
No. 2 (Business Classroom building), to be constructed on land
In the process of being acquired
by the state, between Ninth and
10th Sts., just south of San
Antonio Street.
Highlights of projects proposed
In the revised five-year plan include remodeling of Centennial
Hall during the 1967-68 fiscal year
Relocation of the Home Economics Building, in the same year,
may be in line with 1968-69 plans
for possible construction of a new
library on that site.
In 1967-68 purchase of the College Book Store is proposed as
well as construction of Science
Building No 3 in 1968-69.

Grad To Dance

nandez indicated.
Open End will be held in E132
and will get under way with a
five-member panel discussion followed by an open question-andanswer session.
KSJS commentators for the
evening will be Julie Harbor, Vic
James and Hernandez. "We will
stage personal interviews during
the forum intermission complementing the general forum presentation," Hernandez pointed out.
Scheduled for the panel are Dr.
Carl Duncan, professor of entomology and science education;
Richard Epstein, psychology grad
student; John Sullivan, sociology
grad student; Sandra Goozee,
psychology major and Gary Rush,
sociology major. Larry Gooding
will be moderator for the evening.
Sponsoring Open End is Tau
Delta Phi, men’s honorary scholastic fraternity.

years he has been a student at
SJS. Gillham has maintained a
3.97 GPA with three units of B
and 119 units of A. He was selected for "Who’s Who In American Colleges and Universities,"
last year.
Gillham credits "the officers
and enlisted men of this detachment," for the inspiration needed
to achieve his record as a student
and an AFROTC cadet,

Telescope
Tour Begins
The 10 inch reflecting telescope
located on the roof of the Science
Building will be open to the public on Tuesday and Thursday
nights, according to Dr. Michael
J. Duggan, assistant professor of
physics.
Tours will meet outside S100 at
7 p.m.
Due to lack of space, tours are
limited to seven persons only.
Early sign-up to view the telescope
is also necessary, Dr. Duggan said.
Sign-ups are being taken in S100.

BBC Journalist
To Present Talk
About Red China

COLLEGE PRESIDENT Robert D. Clark (center), congratulates
AFROTC Cadet Robert A. Gillham Jr., Outstanding Air Force
ROTC Cadet in the Nation, while Col. W. G. Downey, Area I

commandant, looks on.

An uncensored color (i0Cl1111011tary on Communist China will be
presented by British journalist
Felix Greene tomorrow and Sunday at the Esquire Theater, 25th
and E. Santa Clara Streets.
The program features highlights
of an 11 hour documentary Greene
shot for the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) while in China.
It will begin at 4 p.m., and admission will be $1. Tickets may be
purchased in front of the bookstore, in the cafeteria or at the
door.

recognized yesterday. It has as
its purpose "To achieve and safeguard excellence within a free system of higher education through
accurate investigation and appropriate action."

Presidential
Candidates
Air Opinions
Contraceptive information in the
Student Health Center, the philos
ophy of Student Government at
US and full partnership in education between students, faculty
and administration were topics
discussed at yesterday afternoon’s
symposium for ASB presidential
candidates, sponsored by the SJS
Democratic Club.
Sixty students turned out in
TH55 to hear Gene Lokey, John
Hendricks, Chuck Overs and John
M. Hansen.
Many questions centered around
the issue of having contraceptive
information available in the health
center.
This issue was brought into the
campaign by John M. Hansen, the
latest entrant into the presidential
race. Hansen feels "students
should have unhampered access to
the information."
"SJS is not second-rate," according to Chuck Overs, senior
public address major.
He also stated that, "Student
government has become an Ivory
Tower Syndrome and such a disease should not plague this campus."
John Hendricks, ASB vice president, said, "Student government
must represent the students."
Hendricks also stated that, "SJS
has a long way to go before it
becomes first in education." He
urged support of the Students for
Excellence in Education (SEE) in
an effort to improve the academic
excellence at SJS.
Final member of the panel,
Gene Lokey, junior representative,
stated that he would attempt to
establish a philosophy of student
government.
"This philosophy will be based
on cooperation between students,
faculty and administration," Lokey
commented.
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Shriver Condones Cal Unrest

Live and Let Live

Peace
BERKELEY (UPI)
Corps Director Sargent Shriver
told students at the University
of California this week that
unrest on the Berkeley campus
was "a sign of life."
The Berkeley campus has
been jolted during the past six
months with a series of demonstrations, movements, arrests,
and crises.
"Once in every generation
fundamentals are challenged
and the entire fabric of our life
is taken apart, seam by seam
and reconstructed," Shriver told
1,500 students.
"Such a time is now at hand,"
he said, "and it is clear that
you are unreasonable men, restless, questioning, challenging,
taking nothing for granted.
"I agree with you, It is a
great mistake to discourage student protests . . . this country

By AL MASON

Is Spider Obscenity a Cover-up?
I’d ne er wen a Snider !nag. I reall tioped t,i We one. But I’m
disappointed. Spider’s reputation preceded it to SJS. And Spider’s
reputation is a fraud. Worse than a simple fraud, it is a cover-up
for something that has nothing to do with "free-speech" or the
"freedom to use all words one pleases."
Everyone heard a lot about the obscenity charge leveled against
Spider. But compared to Its nature as an advocate of pro-(’ommunist and socialist revolutionary activities, the obiwenity charge is
hardly worth considering. I counted as bare handful of what might
he considered "dirty" words. But being a tough, rugged individualist
(one must appreciate one’s self) I was not offended.
I was rather unhappy, however, to find that 1 had spent two
bits on a publication espousing revolutionary sentiment, pushing
the class-struggle concept and advocating socialism as a solution
to the country’s problems. Now, dear readers, is that what you
would have expected to find in a magazine reputed to be defending
"free speech?"
The fact that this whole obscenity hit is a cover up for other
material in the magazine is demonstrated by an interview with
U.C. Leftist student leader Mike Myerson published in Spider.
Sez Myerson, "... I think trying to build some kind of a movement
around the word
) is both foolish and irresponsible, at a
time when the same people involved in this should be giving their
time and energies to creating movements against . . . ’names
various non-Leftists)
. that (--) foolishness is a cop-out on
the real movements for (what Myerson calls) freedom." There you
have it friends, the real issue is not the right to use those "dirty"
words after all, the concern of all this "free speech" agitation, of
which Spider is only a part, is political activism.
What kind of political activism one can easily guess from the
fact that Myerson Is former chairman of the C.C. student organization SLATE, which a California legislative investigating committee once called a "transmission belt for the Communist Party."
Oh but there’s, more.
An article on page 17 titled ’Educational Counter-Revolution"
by Sandor Fuchs is full of little plugs for socialismas was Myerson’s 6-page interview. Fuchs says of the Negroes, "The capitalist
class is responsible for their economic plight. Thus the civil rights
struggle helps to increase class consciousness." Now don’t tell me
that’s a conservative or even a middle-of-the-roader talking. Just
run down to the corner and pick up a copy of the Communist
weekly People’s World or the Socialist Labor Party’s Weekly
People to find exactly the same sentiments as expressed in various
portions of Spider.
When someone asks you to buy Spider next lime you’re on
Seventh Street, remember the kind of ideology you’ll be supporting.
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PTA SPEAKER
Howard Gerrish, associate professor of industrial arts, addressed the PTA at Pacific High
Schol in San Leandro on Jan.
27. His topic was "The Image
of Excellence in Education

LADDER

Was born out of an act of protest."
Shrivel’ said that protest itself was not enough, however.
"We ask you to join in the
politics of service, to demonstrate by doing, to the poor and
to the forgotten . . . what you
have learned of democracy and
freedom anti equality."

EASTER
CARDS

DON’T SKIP
THIS AD
Students * Student Wiv, s

TF-MFT
TASK
FORCE
MONEY
FOR
TALENT
We have numerous and various
positions available during the
summer months. TASK FORCE
needs you and offers interesting
temporary assignments.

Studio Cards

Register now
NO FEE

Cards for All Occasions
Wedding Invitations

l’AUL’S GREETING

hilly’
DIVISION OF STATISTICAL
TABULATING CORPORATION
12 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
809 BANK OF AMERICA
CY 3.0431

CARD SHOP
34 Fountain Si,

CV 2-3565

International Repertory Theatre

Thrust and Parry
SJS Business Dean
Clears lip Mistake
I have been following your
news series dealing with "mediocrity" at SJS. It certainly is refreshing to see that students are
vitally interested in the educational programs at SJS.
In your article on Thursday,
March 25, a rather unfortunate
implication is given by the comments on the Division of Business. The article states ’’The
Division of Business, although
not accredited . . ." This kind
of statement is of concern to all
majors in the Division.
The Division of Business program is accredited by both the
California State Department of
Education and the Western College Association. There never
has been, nor do we anticipate
there will be any discrimination
against SJS students who take

;a degree in business when they
transfer to other colleges or
universities.
We are seeking one more
accreditation through the American Association of Collegiate
Schools of Business. This accreditation has no bearing whatsoever upon the value of student
units, nor would it affect the
transferability of credits if we
were not successful this year in
securing accreditation by the
AACSB.
Milburn D. Wright
Than of the Division of Business

were toned for much
shorter races. However, they
will be able to run against other
teams while the much needed
rest given those injured will
allow them to once again take
their rightful places.
In the future students criticizing the track team should
delve further into the situation.
We are indeed lucky to see
such a great group work as a
team for as little as a dollar.
Don Wooten
A Proud Spartan
A 21940

Letter Writer Backs
Spartan Trackmen

Democrat Criticizes
’Publicity Seekers’

Editor:
An excuse need not be offered
for SJS "trotting" the mile relay. Instead credit should be
given to those sprinters who
took the places of four injured
quarter milers, knowing their

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
(across from Hale’s)

JOIN THE SWIM
IN JANTZEN’S
"CHECKHER OUT" SUIT
Checkmates in this 2 -pc.
Bikini swim suit
Fortrel" polyester/roikai ’inn
/of
matching beach jar ket.
’
Dibbon laced eyelet trim’,
bra and trunk.
In dashing black/white,
or red/white check. 8-14.

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschamm and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Magasinos
and Paperbacks
* Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

Editor:
John Peterson, in his March
30 letter, is worried about the
San Jose State students who are
planning to go to the South this
summer to break "civil law."
The "civil law" they are breaking is the one that says only
Caucasians have the right to
vote, and the "civil law" that
says Negros must go to separate
schools (which usually are two
to three years behind "white"
sehools).
I would like to inform Mr.
Peterson that these SJS students are not breaking the federal law, and in these areas the
federal law takes precedent.
Frances Tonelli
A 8930

JACKET
SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR

Tonight

SPARTA
SINGS
8 P.M.
Tickets at Door
$1.00
SHOP HALES TONIGHT UNTIL 9 P.M.
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Tagore--The Post Office
Claudel--Exit Judas"
Ghelderode--Womon at the Tomb"
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April 3rd at 8:30
Alternating with

THE GREAT GOD BROWN
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ENTERTAINMENT!

gicaRbo’s

FP-ovz

Wednesday, Friday,
and Sunday
Folk Music
Thursday Dixieland
Saturday Progressive
Jazz

TALENT WANTED for
Sunday Showcase
218 Willow St.

S.4

Call: 294-4009

.1.111M

EL RANCHO
ALMA and Al 1AA DEN

294-2041

"Seance on a Wet Afternoon"
"That Man From Rio"

ROPICAIR
1969 ALUM ROCK AVE

258-8144

NORTH SCREEN
"None But The Brave"
"The Honeymoon Machine"

STUDIO
292-6778

"First Men on the Moon"

SOUTH SCREEN

STUDENT RATE
"The Rounders"

"The Rounders"

"The Honeymoon Machine"

"Quick Before It Melts"

SARATOGA
14502 BIG BASIN WAY
"WORLD WITHOUT SUN"
"THE FINEST HOURS"

Civic Auditorium
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396 SOUTH FIRST
FIRST AT SAN CARLOS
DIAL 294.4200

San Francisco

Announces the Opening of
Variations on a Theme

Editor:
Columnist Al Mason pretty
adequately summed up the feelings of many registered Democrats (myself among them)
when he stated that many
Democrats are believers in free
enterprise, property rights and
the Constitution.
I feel the Democratic party
would be in much better shape
if the extreme liberal elements
in the party spent more time
working to preserve the rights
guaranteed in the Constitution
and less time working to garner
headline space in the newspapers.
Bill Leonard
A 3998

Students Protected
By Law Says Writer

CY 7-4653

Polk & O’Farrell

Pj

(The Winston Churchill
Documentary I

CINEMA
552 SOUTH BASCOM

CY 5 7238

Academy Award Nominee
Best Foreign Film
"WOMAN IN THE DUNES"

GAY
400 SOUTH FIRST
"Party Girls for thc
Candidate"
"European Nights"

TOWNE
1433 THE Al AMEDA

CY 7.3060

Held Over 8th Week !
SOPHIA LOREN
"MARRIAGE ITALIAN
STYLE"

2

D.U.’s To Hold
Spaghetti Feed
This Weekend

AWS Honors
Fifty Coeds
:aiding young womFit
en were honored at the Associated Women Students tea hell
Wednesday afternoon,
They were selected on the
basis of scholarship, activities
and achievements. The judges
included the AWS Executive
Board and Charleen Cirese,
Women’s Week chairman.
The women include Mary
Bloomquist, Sherry Truax. Anna
Evart, Joyce Morrill!, Carole
Fuller, Linda Zieger, Charleen
Cirese and Susan Barr.
Andrea Coffin, Shirley Rhoads,
Sharon Hedberg, Carol Michael,
Pam Arlett, Pamela Gustin,
Virginia Vessel and Susan Anderson were also named.
Other lucky coeds include
Carol Palm, Patricia Abrams,
Joanie Sieck, Karen Bosshard,
Barbara Reith, Marilyn Lincoln,
Martha Mitchell, Katherine
Fraser, Jennifer Graham, Ann
Lauderback, Kathy Miller, Eileen Hayes and Maryanne La
Guardia.
Vicki Slagg, Margaret Bonanno, Esther Kley, Lynette Dawson, Susan Kenney, Susan Sargent, Pamela Mangseth, Robin
Phillips, Wendy Brownton, Susan De Vries, Wendy Morck,
Sandy Marill, Barbara Felten,
Claudia De Long, Pat Wisier,
Sharon King, and Laurie Vann
were also selected.
Others are Louise Camozzi,
Katherin Norris, Debbie Zimmerman and Vicki Bergez.

Flower
Shop

Cosmetics Queen 1
Succumbs at 94
NEW YORK (UPI1Cosmetics queen Helena Rubinstein,
94, a real life princess who
tried to put the fountain of
youth into a face cream jar,
died yesterday of a heart ailment.

What’s NEW?
Dresses - Junior and Junior

Petites

Just arrived! 100,000 new dresses in interestinc
fabrics and styles. Petite sizes 3-13, Junior size,
5-15. Open Mon. & Thurs. ’til 9 p.m.

$1299

We Validate All Parking Lots
ste.e.orezovv:eszezoresze

)

SMART

-.tee

DRIVERS
USE
SEAT

I

BELTS

BUY SEAT BELTS
LAST DAY
Installation AFir 3 8th & San Carlos
IN the Sparian Book Stcr
by the CIRCLE K CLUB
TOP GRADE 6,000 LBS. SEAT BELTS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES. ALL COLORS;
RETRACTORS; HARNESSES.

SAVE YOUR LIFE!

BUY SEAT BELTS!

ghetti for Delta Upsilon’s semiannuol Spaghetti
Feed this Sundai. The feed will 1,0 from 4 until
8 p.m. and will be held at the D.U. house, 155
S. 11th St. Pike for the dinner is $1.

The Match Box

Flowers
end
Corsages
for a
Occasions
CV 2-0462

excitiity
new (a4hien4
COEDS

do you want to c.eate an
exciting new moodier
"him"? Hec is ye.,i ehoacc!
The Den of 8cou.,9 if. now
offering y

2.50 OFF

Rakmas

286 South First St.

Roberta’s

pritef

Iwita Upsilon a ill hold ii
semi-annual Spaghetti Feed Si
day from 4 to 8 p.m. at thr,i
fraternity house, located at 155
S. 11th St.
Price of the dinner, which includes spaghetti, salad. French
bread, ice cream and coffee. is
$1.
Entertainment will be provided by a local band.
Tickets may be obtained at
the house or by calling 2939972.

TWO CHEFS IN THE MIDST OF A MESS
Andy Thatcher, 22, Delta Up.ilon, bus.. Iss and
industrial management major from Vcntuia,
and Sally Jenkins, 20, Kappa Alpha Theta, art
major from Los Altos, brew up a batch of spa-

& Santa Clara

on any permanent! As most
girls know, the mocu you
set starts with the look of
your haie. So bloom wills
spring in o fresh, exciting
new style. Let "him" know
That you care, that "he"
COME.
C ’P ’tt ad
All you hoe to do
ex
and bting it .1 te u 1
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PINNINGS
Melinda Smith, Chi Omega, sophomore French major from El
Cerrito, to Jerry Bell, Delta Sigma Phi, senior mechanical engineering major from Camarillo.
Melanie Harlin, sophomore interior design major at the International Institution of Interior Design in McLean, Va., fr. m Sacramento, to Ted Bloyd, Delta Sigma Phi sophomore be,iness and
industrial management major from Novato.
Shirley Johnson, Kappa Kappa Gamma, sophomore English elementary education major from Pomona, to Ed Ralik Trieta
Delta Chi, senior industrial engineering major at StanLrd University from Santa Monica.
ENGAGEMENTS
Patty Manzettl, Alpha Phi, SJS graduate from Santa Pothera
presently employed as a second grade teacher at Forreit Hill E’ementary School, to Pat Brick, Phi Sigma Kappa, senicr l’s attn
and industrial management major from Santa Barbara. Teey plan
to marry this summer.
Franel Flower, Kappa Kappa Gamma, freshman social science
major from Newport Beach, to Jedd Meelatehy, Sigma No, senior
business management major from Sacramento. They have set Sept.
19 as their wedding date.
Nancy Filer, Chi Omega, graduate student in elementary education from Los Gatos, to Dale Parry, Pi Kappa Alpha, senior marketing major from Saratoga. They plan a June 12 wedding.
Carole Johnson, senior Spanish major at College of Holy Names
in Oakland from Sacramento, to David Martin, senior Spanish major from Fremont. They will be married early next year.
Pat Melby, Little Sister of Sigma Chi, senior social science
major from Downey, to Gary Wencombe, Sigma Chi, February
graduate in public accounting from Torrence presently employed
by a public accounting firm in Los Angeles. They have planned a
July 17 wedding.
WEDDINGS
"Sherry Cable, Little Sister of Sigma Chi, senior elementary
education major from Pollock Pines, to Doug Lapehis, Sigma Chi,
senior economics major from
Oakland. They were Imo cled on
Jan. 30.
Barbara Buck, Alpha Omicron
Pi, senior sociology major from
Walnut Creek, to James Skinner,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior sociology major from Bakersfield.
They were married Sunday.
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Alpha Chi Omega recently
initiated its officers for the
spring semester.
They include: Sharen Nauden,
president; Rosemary Balow, first
vice president; Patti Brigham,
second vice president.
Lynn Sharpless and Claire
Border are the new sec ’eta ’lea:
Nancy Kirkorn and Linda Baxter, treasurers; Pat ’lobe: t,
rush chairman; Barbara Griffen, schclarship; Chris Caviglia,
social chairman; and Pat Faust,
editor and publicity chairman.

Saturday, April 24, 1965
8:30 P.M.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
PROGRAM.
Symphony No. 41. in C major, K.551
-’1 .d. and Love Death from
and 15oldeWa,l at
-v No I r
Write or C
University of Santa Clara Box Off ce
Santa Clara, California 296-336C

let’s go to McDonald’s
for a new taste treat

Tickets $3.75, $3.00, $2.50

..ii i l umummummewsumulimmil 11111
The Brothers of

McDonald’s

DErTI" UPSILON

Filet-0-

Request Your Presence
For 20th Century Individualists!
new /1/4’t

Carved’

DRAM DIN_NIOND W_NGS
For love’s sake any girl would accept even an ordinary
engagement ringsquat-looking, uninspiring. But, in her
heart, she hopes for an extraordinary ring which will
compel the admiration of all.
ArtCarved Dream Diamond Rings are extraordinary. Shunning the excessive metal and gingerbread of ordinary rings
they delight the modern eye. Pure in form, elegantly sculptured, they express the taste of our time.
Keep this ad for comparison! See our new styles at your
ArtCarved jeweler before you decide. Each from $150. For
free illustrated folder write to ArtCarved, Dept. C, 216 East
45th Street, New York, N. Y. 10017.

See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCarved Jewelers

HUDSON JEWELERS
275 Ist Street

Crisp and golden Filet 0’ Risk ...A
piping hot on a plump, bun A ’,I
plenty of zesty tartar sauce to give you
a real adventure in good eatin’l

at their

San Jose

Spaghetti Feed
to be held at

The D. U. House, 155 So. 11th
look for the golden arches

Sundcl, April 4fh

McDonald’s

FOUR TO EIGHT P.M.

Reg, 7.M. U.S. Pat. Off, McDonald Co,. 1964
CopyrIght McDonald Core. 1964

ONLY ONE BUCK

90 E. San Carlos

Dancing to the "Spiders"
(Live and Direct from the El Monte
Legion Stadium)

_
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Alpha Chi Omega
Initiates Officers
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Walters To Conduct Concert

TICO S
1ACOS

24 hours
BREAKFAST - !UNCI-1

Dr:, cFor a quick sna
to go. C r
in,

.

;:oom Service
cr a leisure meal, Tico’s is the place
in ’ i our excellent food at our

f

Phone Order

7 l; 2

Guest Review

4th and St. James

Dr. Gibson Walters, professor
.,1 music and newly at t)ointed
Music Department head, u ill
conduct the Santa Clara Philharmonic Orr hc it ea in concert
’,might at 8:30 in Emil Bucher
I ligh School Auditorium, 3000
Benton St.. Santa Clara.
The performance will be the
tinal conPert of the Orchestra’s
1964.65 season.
Guest soloist will be David
Abel, renowned young violinist.
FORMER INSTRUCTOR
Abel taught at SJS for a semester substituting for an Instructor on leave. When asked
his opinion of the Music Department, Abel replied, "I think
its a good department, hswever, I feel the academic side
is stressed too heavily and not
-

enough credit given the performance erg..." He smiled and replied to his own statement saying, "Of course I’m primarily a
perfcrmer and in light of that
prejudiced. somewhat."
Abel will perform Ernest
Bloch’s "C:ancerto for Violin."
The contemporary score, written
In 1938, will be performed for
the first time locally.
OPENING PIECE
Mozart’s Overture to "’The
Abduction from the Seraglio"
will open the program.
Other works will include
"Siefried Idyll" by Wagner, and
the Violin Concerto by Bloch.
Concluding the program will
be the contemporary score by
American composer William
Schuman.

The work, "Newsreel in Five
Shots," consists of five movements, "Horse Race," Fashion
Show," "Tribal Dance," "Monkeys at the Zoo," and "Parade."
The American Federation of
Musicians, Local 153, is responsible for obtaining a grant from
the Recording Industries Trust
Fund which has helped to put
the concert on the Fine Arts
forecast for the weekend.
TO RETIRE IN JUNE
Miss Marion Moreland, associate professor of art, is retiring
in June, not at the end of the
fall semester as erroneously reported in material distributed
at the spring semester faculty
meeting,

LAZERS/25.00
Here’s a specially priced coat to spark the wardrobe of every young man about
town no

matter where he goes. Handsomely tailored in pure wool

flannel. Authentically styled in our popular 3 -button natural
shoulder model. And best of all, at a price every man
can afford! Navy only! Regulars & longs 36-44.
Charge it to your super G account
...take 12 months to pay.

Film Series Presents
’A Nation Is Born’
By KENT SMITH
He is the F..ulknerHerringway of the American film and
yet his name is all but unknown in this country.
If the nineteenth century was
the age of the novel, then the

Three SJS Profs
Display Paintings
In Campus Gallery
Robert Freimark, Willis Nelson and Samuel Richardson,
SJS assistant professors of art,
are displaying their pairtirgs in
the art gallery through Friday,
April 9.
Freimark Is investigating industrial contributions, as well
as non -conventional materials, to
find new forms for contemporary expression. "It is time to
acknowledge that traditional
techniques outlive their convenience and become a limitation" he commented.
Nelson describe; his recent
work as an "emergence from a
transitional period now relating
more and more to my current
physical environment." His works
are an adaptation of his reaction
to and against the signs of the
technological and urban scene.
Nelson is "searching for emblematic form with purity" and
a concern for space.
Richardson explained that the
most important thing to him is
"to purge myself of all that I
feel is trite." At the same time,
he tries not to succumb to the
marks of others for whom he has
respect. This way, "what I am,
can be in my work."
The gallery is open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 1:15 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

Reed Magazine
Deadline Today
If you want to see your
creative writing effort in print
TODAY is the deadline, according to Dr. Jeanne Lawson, prof.
of English.
Today is the last official day
that the REED is accepting student written prose or poetry.
But, stated the Reed advisor,
Dr. Lawson, if any student has
a "really outstanding" work it
may be turned in early nest
week.
Typed entries may be turned
In to the Reed has in the limit
room of the Faculty Office
Building.

twentieth eentu y must be the
age of the Cnema. This An.erican director, D. W. Griffith,
almost single-handedly created
the modern feature film.
From 1907 to 1917, working
first for Edison’s Blograph and
then Mutual Company, Griffith
developed the major expressive
elements of the film medium.
His close-ups became a startling
magnifying glass, spotlighting
the sinister details of a Yankee
rifle or revealing the intimate
gestures of human despair.
Griffith first constructed the
standard chase sequence: intercut shots between the pursued
and the pursuing, each cut shortened slightly, building into the
dramatic last minute rescue.
The full spectacle of Griffith’s
best work is summarized in the
1915 civil war epic "The Birth
of a Nation" (being screened this
Sunday at the Actors’ Repertory
Theater at 25 W. San Salvador).
The painstaking re-creation
of Lincoln’s assassination, the
Matthew Brady -like battle photography, and the smoking pillage of Sherman’s march to the
seathese scenes are never forgotten. With its sympathetic
treatment of the Klu Klux Klan
and the awesome night rides,
"The Birth of a Nation," and
D. W. Griffith, is controversial
material even today.

HEADING
HOME?
Easter is just around the nert
bend . . . 5 school days away.
There’s the smell of mom’s homecooking and dad’s pipe tobacco
in the air. So if you’re planning
to visit the ,folks back home, why
not split those traveling costs by
finding a rider heading the same
way. With a couple of them
"thar" riders ... traveling costs
are low, mighty low.
You can rope a rider by placing
an ad in the SPARTAN DAILY
classified’s Transportation Section. Hope you 11 drop by and
sit a spell ...
J206 294-6414, Eat. 2465
10:304:30 daily

Angelo’s SPECIAL

of the day

sireow
Served with Bread and Butter, Tossed Salad,
Potatoes and a bowl of Chili.
Angelo’s serves a variety of steaks. Anything from a Sirloin to a New York Steak.
If you are not in the mood for steak, try
any of Angelo’s other specials that are
offered on the menu.
Tired of cooking your own breakfast? This
weekend for a change try Angelo’s. Nothing
is more spirit arousing in the morning than
smelling and eating deliciously cooked food.
Angelo’s is open 24 hours a day. Come
on in and let us serve YOU.
San Antonio Center, Mt. View

Valley Fair, San Jose

ANGELO’S STEAKHOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara Street
San Jose, California

Council To Evaluate
Campus Publications
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The (.1111111US Policy Conumttee
of Student Council is currently
evaluating the need for La Torre,
college yearbook, and I.yke, college feature magazine, on campus.
At the present time La Torre
and Lyke are part of the curriculum of the Department of Journalism and Advertising.
However, during a recent accreditation, it was recommended that
the department study the educational value of continued sponsorship of the publications.
The faculty of the department
-

Applicants Needed
For Homecoming
Interviews for positions on the
1965 Homecoming Committee have
been extended until Monday, according to Homecoming chairman
Mark Hutchins.
Sign-ups are being taken in
the College Union for interviews
to be held Monday at 2:30 p.m.
All of the sign-ups were filled for
today’s interviews.
Positions are parade chairman,
queen chairman, half-time and
grand marshal chairman, secretary, treasurer, publicity chairman, downtown merchants, television co-ordinator, Greek coordinator, and homecoming buttons
chairman.

Committee Chairman
Position Available
Applications am’ as itilable in the

has subsequently voted to discontinue official sponsorship of the
two publications,
Bob Pisan, ASH president, stated, "The problem that now confronts council is simply one of
evaluation of the need for the publications."
"Specifically, for La Torre, some
consideration must be given to:
national trends away from publication of year books, declining
sales of La Torre in spite of increasing enrollment and the impossibility of publishing a book the
size and complexity of La Tort,
with the available staff."
"Lyke must he viewed (roil,
a different prospective. An evaluation of the purpose of the magazine coupled with an assessment
of its fulfillment of the purpose
must be made." Pisani-, stated.
Pisano asked for campus policy
to review the issues in the faintest
of the desirability of continuing
the publications.
"If a decision is reached that
continued publication is justified,
then council would have to establish some sort of administrative
structure complete with an assignment of qualified advisers to
adequately handle the publishing
of a quality yearbook or feature
magazine," the chief executive
commented.
Editors of both publications are
being invited to attend the campus
policy committee meeting, Monday at 2:30 p.m. in the College
Union, 315 S. Ninth St.

‘Math Professors

Dynamite Blasts Schedule Talks
Negro Residence On Dissertations
Math Department faculty will
In Birmingham
present their doctoral dissertations
llIttII \I.IINNI,

pollee

tht

tt%pi1i

was

%la. trIrl.)

eaused

by

is

said

dynaintte

booth hesnil
damaged is concrete block garage in a Negro
liretilthl of the ell) early yesterda and injured a 13-year-old
ino sleeping in is liumuse a short
distance away.
sald the bomb, consisting of al
t 15 sticks of dynamite, was placed at the rear
of a garage it the reitielli,
of T. It. Crowell, a Negro public
accountant.

to students in an informal coffee
hour at 4 p.m. every Friday In
ED241.
The Student Math Society is
sponsoring the series on an experimental basis this semester to
broaden the mathematical horizons of the graduate and advanced undergraduates while giving them an introduction to dissertation style.
Dr. John Troutman, assistant
professor, is presenting his topic.
"Potential Operators in the Plane,"
during the first three weekly
meetings. Dr. Hugh Edgar, assistant professor, will follow.

Foreign Students
Hold Fashion Show
Male and female fashions repre- They Will 1111XICI tO piano accompasenting many nations will be fea- niment played by Martha Bouldin,
tured at an international fashion
show to be held tonight at 8:30
p.m. at the International Student
Center, 285 S. Market St.
International Ball Queen for
1964-65, Diane Wallace, will model
Swedish dress, while students representing Japan, Mali, Guinea, the
Philippines, Pakista n, Peru,
Mexico, Italy, India and Thailand
will be among the other models.
The students will represent SJS,
Santa Clara University, San Jose
City College and Foothill College.

Dr. Ebby Asservatahm, professor of political science from India,
will meet informally with the students during the evening. He was
a close friend of Indian Nationalist leader Mahandas K. Gandhi.
A preliminary meeting for students wishing to help with decorations for the International Ball
will precede the fashion show at
8 p.m., according to Betty Mullen,
chairman of the Inter-Cultural
Steering Committee.
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Lyke Sale Starts Monday
At Four Campus Locations Seniors Show
A fourth newsstand location for
the sale of Lyke. SJS prize-winning
magazine, has been added to the
other three locations, according
to Iry Tiessen, editor of the magazine.
The new location where Lyke
is to be sold Monday through
Thursday is in front of the college
library, across from the Speech
and Drama building.
The 72-page magazine will be
sold for 60 cents, "a real bargain,"
Tiessen said, from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
"This spring’s Lyke has something for everyonefrom a profile
on the football coach and the
disputed topic of athletic funds to
a controversial factual account of
an LSD experiment by four SJS
students," Tiessen said.
"Format of the magazine Isn’t
much different than from the
past, but the subject mutter is,"
Tiessen pointed out.
"For the first time in its history, Lyke has done something
quite new, bold and daring in the
presentation of the traditional
Lyke Doll.
"Other firsts in this semester’s
Lyke is a commentary article on
the Spartan Daily done by a fort:11er Daily staff member, an outstanding photographic essay of a
USE SPARTAN DAILY

rodeo done by ono of
award -winning photographers, ,a
an analytic article of America ,
politics," Tiessen added.
"It is a good issue, and students should like what they find
in it," said LaMar S. Mackay,
professor of journalism ad adviser
to Lyke.
"It was put together with the
entire student community in mind.
The format, photography and art
work are pleasing to the eyeto
say the least, and the diversity
of articles should provide good
reading for different student elements," he added.

1!Ifi:i

New Art Form
Three SJS senior art majors al
exhibiting their paintings in the
foyer of the Sainte Claire Hotel
through Sunday.
The paintings by Barbara Kern,
Patricia Fordice and Richard Valentino were done in experimental
media to achieve new effects and
to develop a new approach to twodimensional art. Some materials
used are asphale, tar, putty, burlap, fiberglas and sawdust.
All works are for sale.

Student Bowling
Afternoons 3 games $1.00
Evenings 40c per game
16 Clean Lanes

Billiards Parlor
Pool-Snooker $1 per hour

Downtown Bowl

294-7800

375 W. Santa Clara St,

CLASSIFIED ADS FOR
CONVENIENCE AND PROFIT

WORSHIP WITH

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
PresbyterianCongregationalDisciples

Sunday 1 1 :00 a.m.

Sophomore Rep Proposes
’Spartan A Go Go Committee

gratify Care

College Union for the position of
low prices
Parent’s Day Committee chairman, according to Bob Pitcher,
All work done by qualified
ASB personnel officer.
Interviews for the position will
students under supervision
Formation of a "Spat an A Go council. Additions and/or correcbe held Tuesday from 2:30-4 p.m.
in the Union. Students applying Go Committee" to organize and i tions will be made and it will pass
should be at least a junior and direct week -end dances has been , on to third reading.
SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
Once the Spartan A Go Go comhave a 2.25 overall GPA to be
proposed by John Bruckman, soph- mittee act reaches this stage it
295.9316
374 South First Street
eligible.
omore representative.
may be enacted by council.
The resolution, if enacted by
Student Council, would permit a
series of dances on week-ends
throughout the semester.
"An admission charge would be
assessed so that the committee
could hire top name bands," according to Bruckman.
At Wednesday’s council meeting
"Assist at Mass"
the bill was retained in second
t
Wesley
ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH
reading so that the Campus Policy
292 4124
W.
San
Fernando
Foundation
55
Committee could study and revise
the original proposal.
(Methodist Student
Center)
Sunday Mosses: 6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
The Spartan A Go Go committee
would be comprised of 11 student
441 South 10th
Evening Mass: 7:30 p.m.
Street
members and one student chairDaily Masses: 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
man. TWO faculty members would
3 speeds, 10 speeds,
6:00 p.m. . . .
be chosen to serve as advisers.
Confessions, Sat., 2:30 to 5:30. 7:30 to 9:00
Pitsa and discussion
tandems.
The chairman and student memat student house.
bers will be appointed by the ASH
5:30
p.m.
Services:
Lent
Reserve now.
President with approval of council.
The original proposal also states
that all committee members shall
Worship Sunday
4/1111’ (Arnie(’
serve from the time of their apor
pointment until the appointment
First
St. Paul’s
1435 The Alameda
11)(lin.
their successors.
act
CY 3-9766
legislative
Next step for the
Santa Clara & 5th 10th at San Salvador
will be a review by the entire
------9:30 & 11:00 a.m.
9:30 & 1:00 an,.
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The
Chapel of Reconcilation
300 So. 10th (across from men’s dorms)

Students of all races are welcomed
9:30 urn. Coffee Discussion at Christian Center
Pastors: Don Emmel, Mark Rutledge

Bicycles For Rent

Catrtpuo

PAUL’S CYCLES

Attend the Church of

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

to Life Than Meets the Eye 2

The words "The just shall live by faith", found in the Old Testa.
meet (Habakkuk 2:4) and quoted in Romans (1:16, 17) brought
Martin Luther to accept and receive Jesus Christ as his personal
Savior in the winter of 1512.
To many, the word "faith" means "I hope God is real, but I’m
not sure." But faith as the Bible uses the term means trust, reliance,
and daily dependence on the actual and living Lord, Jesus Christ.
Every individual who would know God must first take a step "in
faith", as Martin Luther did, claiming Jesus Christ as personal Re.
deemer and Lord. God always responds to those who seek to know
Him personally, so that believers in Christ are those who have no
doubt whatsoever about the reality of their personal relationship to
Him. "Draw near to God and He will draw near to you" (James
4:8).
The Bible contrasts "sight", which is depending on natural reason
and sensory inputs, with "faith", which is depending on God and
what He has said in the Bible. "Without faith it is impossible to
please God, for he that comes to God must believe that He is and
that He rewards those who diligently seek Him" (Hebrews 11:6).
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Temporarily, at least, faith may ignore the evidence of the senses,
the emotions, and natural reasoning in order to press for answers from
God who is the Source of all things. "... we look not to the thin;
that are seen but to the things that are unseen: for the things tit.
are seen are transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal"
(2 Corinthians 4:16, 17).

It may seem to some that faith in God is "blind faith", but such
is not the case. Rather, the limited vision brought by man’s senses
:
and human reasoning is subordinated to a deeper way of seeing all
iof life through the eyes of faith. "Faith is the assurance of things
hoped for, the conviction of things not seen ... by faith we under.
H
H
stand that the world was created by the Word of God, so that what
is soon was made out of things which do not appear" (Hebrews
E-
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THE ALAMEDA AT SHASTA

Book Store

Worship 8:30, 11:00 5 7:00 p.m.

E
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Your Store

Study Hour 9:40 am.
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Faith in the God of the Bible is something which really works.
something which brings broader and deeper answers to the meaning
of life. Because faith works in experience, and because God demon.
strafes Himself to the satisfaction of any individual who wants to
get acquainted with Him, why not find out for yourself by inviting
Jesus Christ into your life today?
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Transportation /th di San Carlos 9.20 a rn. & 4.40 p.m.

Lutheran Chords Missouri Synod

374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15. 9:30 and 11:00
2 blocks from soh ol
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Box 11791, Palo Alto
Contemporary Christians on Campus
immummoilsoloulaimm iiimmiwommollmaohniiin To

6 p.m. Supper 50c

The

6:30 p.m. Meeting

Chapel of Reconciliation
at

300 So. 10th
Grace Baptist Church
American Baptist Cor,

Program Meeting

484 East San Fernando

7:00 P.M. Tuesday

8.45. 11:00 and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
Roy C. Hoch, Campus Pastor

George "Shorty.’ Collins John M. Akers
Baptist College Chaplain
Pastor

NEWMAN CENTER
297,1771

Daily Mass ... 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center

96 S. 2nd St.
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
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Sunday 9:30 A.M.

Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings...8 P.M.
Chaplain: Father Largente
NCWIllall Club President: Bill Neary

BOOKS

RELIGIOUS GIFTS

E

=

SUPPLIES

BIBLES
PRAYER

"Baptist Beliefs
Relevant"

Lutheran Worship

Co/1.1w titudent Center

for
INTERVARSITY

Roger Williams Fellowship

LCA

79 ’tto. 5th St.

RELIGIOUS RECORDS

. -E- .

E
is

COLLEGE LIFE SERIES: 6:00 p.m.-125 DANA

ALC

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

292-2353

First Baptist Church

Nik
-","

the downtown church
catering to the college community

orshipLII

College discussion group 9:45

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor
292.5404
Two Mid -Week Lenten Services, Wednesday, 6:45, 8 p.m.
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; I. Danms, Vicar 294-7033

your church.

SPARTAN TRI-C

Bohol Club

3rd & San Antonio

Presents

9:45 a.m. Seminar
Barry Keiser
’’A sound basis for an intelligent faith’

5:45 p.m., Evening Forum
College Dept. - First Baptist Church

8:30 & 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:45 am.
College "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. Tri.0
Club
198 So, Second St., San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

oversarsi

(11,,.(1,

Coe A Riverside

Wayne Hoover

Services

Foundations of World
Civilizations

Covenant Collegians meet at 9:45 a.m.
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director

Saturday. 8 p.m., April 3

College Youth Fellowship 8:30 p.m.
Service,:
11:00 a.m.: 1:00 -m.

2)I E. San Fernando. 3 J
294.3480

a12

Dr. Arvid Carlson, Pastor

NNW

Spartan Steeplechaser
Title for Awfuls
Has Second Best Time
Friday, April 2. 1967,

11SPAIITAN DAILY

It took three overtimes to win.
.,iit the Awful-Awfuls defeated
\lithe Tau Omega 48-42 Wedneslay night to capture the All.
’ollege Basketball Chatnpionship.
ATO held a 31-20 lead at one
].iiint duiing the game but lost
as the Awfuls hit for 13 straight
:oints. Both teams played a ballantrol type game for the first
..vo overtimes.
The big break came in the third
aertime when Roy Gilmore ot
aie Awful-Awfuls was fouled after
,siting on a long jump shot. He
-.m.erted his foul shot and the

Awfuls were ahead to stay.
In other intramural news, I
pitch softball entries are
Wednesday, April 7. The season
will begin Monday. April 19.
Baseball umpires are still needed
the upcoming softball season. Interested men are requested to see
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
in MG 121.

Spartan Hui Darnall, Islas has
the second fastest steeplechase I
time In the nation this season,;
and who is on the verge of break- I
ing nine minutes in the two-mile,
will perform in front of the Berkeley home crowd tomorrow in the
University 01 California-SJS-UniWHAT A MAN:
versits of Oregon triangular meet
Mosial
ST. LOUIS I UPI I Stan
it I’abs:111k Field.
named the National League’s
Darnall is eagerly awaiting to19:16
mo,1 %aluable player in 191.,
morrow’s triangular meet. The
and 1948.
I wo-mile has !Well billed as one
of the "races of the dio" because of the exceptionally strong
field. A good battle could deSetup Iwtween Darnall and I it.
I. I 3 or,"
4:12 miler, %OW
pelltms
Shaffer. The lull c
were teammates at Berkeley
High School, but Darnall has
neer lost a race over an MO
t. Lyman.
Darnall is looking to a "good"
day. weather-wise, tomorrow. "I
run my best races when t he

Let Silva

Give Your Car
the O.K. Sign

for Spring ’65
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NEW
DIRECT RADIO - TELEVISION SHOW

Lubrication
Oil Change
Wheel Balance

From Our Stage
10-12 Midnight
Sunday thru Thursday
CY 2-5252

Featuring John Lester
KGBA . . . 1430 K.C.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

78 So. 4th St.

Monships in New York City.
iastest time for the two-mile usias
during the rain. It was a cold,
foggy night when I tan my best
three-mile."
Needless to say, he is hoping
the weatherman will "see things
my way at the meet."
When asked how he became
interested in track, the 5 ft.,

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ YOU?

When the season changes, your car should change,
too. Try Silva for:
Tune-up
Brake Job
Front-end Alignment

lit in., 110 lb. stetplechaser replied. "Some of my ICY111 teachers at Berkeley High knew that
my brother had set distance
record,. at C.C., Davis, in the
mile 14:151 and in the 880
(1:55), and these teachers urged
OOPS
me to try out for truck."
Charge the Spartan Dully
During his ilist season, Darnall
Sports Department with an error I
did not run under use minutes
regarding coverage of the San
mile.
San Jose State-UnIversity of for the
However, he was not discouraged
will he I
Moak. game, The g
with 1 his time. "Hard running
played tomorrow at I p.m. not
today as reported In yesterday’s daring the summer paid off fur
me the next year," he explained.
paper.

weather is at its worst,- said
Darnall. "1 ran my best crosscountry race in the snow, That
race was in the 1963 AAU cham-

‘111111111:11W

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

garclen City ...nofirau
CY 7-2002
51 So. Market

LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU

Darnall had an outstanding
ross-eountry %I.:1,0)11 and was
.,lected to the mythical all North Coast team. Track season saw him run a 4:21 mile, a
9:48 twa, mile and a 15:13 three
mile. The three mile time was
the fifth fastest in the nat
by a prep.

ken Ilan

The Way
See It
I always have wondered what it would feel like to drive a mud
ball in a straight line for :100-350 yards.
In fact, 1 often have wondered what it would feel like to hit
a golf ball in the air. You see I’m not much of a golfer. When I talk
about shooting a 79 I’m talking about Use front nine only.
That’s probably why defending NCAA Champion Terry Small
wasn’t quite SUre whether 1 wanted golf lessons or answers to questions when I talked with him about his golfing exploits. Don’t let that
last name fool you, either. At 6-2 and 205 pounds, Small is about as
dainty as a truck driver.
Terry is a pretty friendly guy,
too. hut he may have lost a pal
or two when he first started playing gulf. When he was 11 years old
he lived next to a golf course in
Long Beach. He bad a friend who
lived down the block but somehow
Small didn’t quite make It. "I always wound up on the golf course,"
he explains. "I haul good intentions but I always liked to go
out and watch people golf.
It wasn’t too much lony,er before
Terry was in there swinging with
the rest of the golfers . . . and
not doing badly, either. By the
time he was 13, Terry entered
and won his first junior golf
tournament,
TERRY SMALL
He has been winning ever since.
. . . NCAA champ
Ins most recent win is the Alemeths Commuters Championship. To win this crown, he had to gun
down the defending champion in a sudden death playoff. Modesty
took over when I asked him if he had any idea how many trophies
he had won. "I’ve got quite a few trophies at home," he answered

In the fall of 1962, he enrolled
II Chico Stale. As a ft eshinan, lie
as first man on the arsity cro,
country team. During this highl,
I successful season, he broke foot
course records. At the end of that
Isemester-, Darnall transferred to
SJS.
Summer training has always
been important in Darnall’s prorain, In the slimmer of 1963,
st S All -America lion Davit’
,,orked hard with Darnall. At
!he end of this training period,
11,
encounttred
the
hardest
with some hesitation.
u.,rkuut of his life. It was the
In talking with him further, I couldn’t pin him down, but I got
19 -wilt’ run up the 511. Hamilthe idea he probably has enough trophies to open his own trophy
ton Road to Lick Obtwrvatory.
shop and jewelry store combined,
At the end of this run, I was
Small had a tough start at the beginning of the season. "Terry
so exhausted that I just laid down In a slow starter," his golf coach Jerry Vroom pointed out. "NoI for 15 minutes and dropped grapes body nothed it last year, but now that be is NCAA champion, people
into my mouths," Darnell recalled.
have been watching him denier."
Last year Small was No. 1 on the SJS team. During qualifying
last season he shot a respectable 147.
"This year a score like that put me down to sixth or seventh. We
have just a fantastic team," he added.
Although Terry is from Southern California, he likes playing in
Northern California.
For Aqua babes
"I have learned quite a lot playing up here," Small said. "Here
a golfer has to fight wind, rain, and cold weather. Playing in adverse conditions is good experience."
Terry has been in tournament competition for the past seven
The Spartan freshman swim- years but he is still human.
"I get nervous out there," he claimed, "but after I get going I
’ii will meet the San Jose City
,liege 4SJCC) Jaguars in the am in pretty good shape." Just before last year’s NCAA champion- Is pool this afternoon at 3:30. ship, Small didn’t touch a club fur 26 days. For a guy who plays 18
This is the strongest Jaguar holes a day this is like a chain smoker telling everybody he is going
sam in many seasons," said Spar- to knock off for a few days.
_ Terry did it, though, and came through in a big way by winning
in isfed- 5wihOmillg.. 04.01 Tolls
, Neill. "But their strong events, the NCAA championship.
Commenting on his constant practice, Small, a business managebackstroke and the butterfly,
ment major, concluded that "I would be a 4.0 student if I studied
also our strong events."
We should beat them." said as mitch as I golfed."
.!S freshman coach John RutherWe don’t know if Small will turn pro or not. According to PGA
,..1. "We are looking to take the
rules, he can’t dreiere his intentions until after he is graduated.
is and the 200 yard freestyle."
I’ll tell you this. If he does turn pro, he could well be the Bret
Spartababes downed the
business management major with a 2.5 g.p.a. to earn six figures a
II Francisco Olympic Club 47-39,
year by swinging it golf club.
San
Francisco, Wednesday

Final Contest

Great catch:

In SJS Pool

bfeeze weight...

;If
t

At. \
typically Gant

cotton lisle knit...

Shoulders, body and sleeves are deftly fashioned to move with you.
Generously cut, comfortable as a moccasin, Gant Knit is great for
active sports or just loafing. In very luxuriant, very absorbent 3 -ply
cotton lisle. Navy, red, white, blue, bamboo and maize. About $8 at
discerning stores.
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Itihn Kocal t tuned a Het line
t time of 22.6 in the 50 yard
,estyle, to win that event for
[s. John Sylvia also swans faster
oars ever before, to place second
ia. Koval, in 23.3.
spartan Steve Hoberg stroked
: a 2:11.2 in the 200 yard buttertecv) enetapture second place a:I
Spit
"I feel that this season’s Spar- ,
tan freshman swimming team is
the best, ever," Rutherford cooI eluded.

Dine Out
and Relax
Too tired to cook? Why
not treat yourself to a delicious meal at Bohannon’s.
Nowhere can you relax in
a more delightful atmosphere, and certainly nowhere
can you find excellent cuisine to equal Bohannon’s. But
more than that, dining out is
fun
it’s the ideal way to
start or end that special eve-

ning.

Also, don’t forget that
Bohannon’s has ample parking space for your convenience.
Enjoy your next meal at

LESSONS

Blues - Folk - Bluegrass
by
Jorma Kaukonen & Peter Grant
Rental

- Purchase Plan

BENNER MUSIC
CY 7-7417

1884 W. Sort

Carlos
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DAYS
TOURING
EUROPE
Ifyou’re
to 30 and

18

to spend

for just $393:00

then join this exciting summer tour of Europe designed for young
adults. You’ll cover the Iberian Peninsula, the Benelux countries, the
British Isles, Yugoslavia, Trieste, Italy and France, of course. All by
Pullman motorcoach. Hotels and breakfasts prepaid and confirmed.
All this for $393.00 (plus jet fare). And you aren’t pinned down to
sightseeing schedules. You’re free to explore on your own.
Group departs Montreal June 18. Reservations being accepted now. Don’t
wait too long! See your travel agent or mail coupon and receive a descriptive brochure detailing every day away.
Chicngo lirsTo7

;72,111:rdsTsa.)of?"=T;115904 rOsva;,;::gr

1211:12!

Canadian Pacific Airlines, SS Grant Ave., Son Francisco, California

Please

1

send brochure on this 63 -day European lour to:

Name

HAUS
MANN
Traditional Clothiers
419 Town & Country Village
243 3352
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. ’til 9:30

Address
My travel agent is

FLY
CY 2-1266
1401 S. First St.

AIRLINES
TRAINS/ TRUCKS/ SHIPS/ PLANES/HOTELS/ TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SPARTAN DAILY’;

SJS’ Akers Gets Another Shot ’ Spartan Trackmen
At California’s Discus Thrower
Journey to Cal
Friday

has commenced betucen these two
fellows, Stoecker holding the edge
at the present time with Akers
moving up fast, less than two feet
separating the two.
At the completion of high
set I, Bob had a hill Se1111111fship offer to NitValla and had
Intended to enroll there. :11.t the
last minute he talked to Dean
Miller, then fresliiiian track
coach for !QS, and uus persuaded to enroll here. A higher academic standing anti a better
business depart li n t coinbined
with a great track team were
the reasons for his selection of
San Jose State over Nevada.
Now a junior at SJS, Bob’s
As a high schooler at El
Cerrito High School near Ber- accomplishments have been
keley. Mb was a good athlete nothing short of sensational. As a
hut not an outstanding one. Ws freshman, under limited competifirst exposure to track and field, tion, he set a frosh school record
and 10 the discus throw, caine at the distance of 155 feet 6 inches.
as a junior at El Cerrito. This (This record has since been harken
particular year he threw the this year.) During his sophomore
disc 148 feet. Perhaps hamper- year he showed continual iming his discus efforts was the provements throughout the year
fact that he was competing in being instrumental in San Jose
four other events: the 100, 220, State’s second place showing at
relay, and the broad jump. the NCAA championships with his
Realizing the discus as his best fourth place finish.
event, he dispensed with all the
Already this young season he
other events in his senior year has topped last year’s best mark
to concentrate on the discus, with a toss of 175 feet in a meet
only occasionally competing in with the Santa Clara Valley Youth
tile shot put (54 feet) to gain Village, and has shown consistency
of over 170 feet in every meet.
extra points for his team.
This strategy paid off as he im- Tosses in practice indicate that
iroved his throwing to 172 feet, 180 feet is in the very near future.
Bob states, "My greatest asset
,00d enough for fourth place in
he Northern California track in the discus throw is definitely
hampionships, but missing by a my speed, alti gh this has also
ngle place to qualify for the posed a problem, for I have had
ate meet.
trouble slipping as I more across
It was in high school where he the ring. This is caused by the
let and competed against Bob combination of a too smooth
toecker, now on the Stanford surface in the ring and improper
rack team. Stoecker went on to wiping on my track shoes."
cmn the California state track Coach Winter and Bob are now
ieet and to set the national inter- experimenting with various shoes
holastic high school discus rec. and are assured of resolving the
rd. Since that time a great rivalry problem shortly.

Star
Bub Akers, who
1)1nr’Lln
placed fourth in the NCAA last
ear. missed third place by three
inches to the University of California’s Don Schmidt. Bob will
seek revenge against Schmidt tomorrow when he faces him in a
ti.angular at Berkeley.
At the NCAA finals last year,
SJS coach Bud Winter, "all
if the other veteran competitors
were trying to snow Bob with
their various comments, but their
efforts were of no avail. Bob re:mined a cool customer against
the big boys by getting off his
best ever toss of 174-9.

MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON
HOBIE SURFBOARDS TIIAN
ANY OTHER TYPE OF BO kRD
COI

The Spartan eindermen travel
to the site of this year’s NCAA
Meet when they face the University of California and last year’s
national champion, the University
of Oregon, at Cal’s Edwards Field
at 1 p.m.
The track has been resurfaced
for the N(’AA and fast times are
expected. Cal has a weak team
overall, but has the best varsity
mile relay team in the country.
Their sprint relay team has run
40.3.
(’al’s team features MIST Archibald who BB% run 46.3 in the
440; Forest Beatty, 46.6 440:
Bill French, 6-7 high jumper;
and Dave Fitiliback, 130.7 in the
880.
Forest Beatty is one of the most
famous names in high school
sprinting history. He ran a 9.4
100 and a 20.2 220 on a straightaway as a prep.
The University of Oregon team
includes sprinter Dave Blunt who
has run 9.5 and 21.2 and placed
in the NCAA.
Marcia] Hunter and Paul ElPhoto by Steve Starr
liot have run 14.3 and 14.6, rein the high hurdles.
DISCUS DYNAMITEBob Akers, above, SJS discus star, will join spectively,
Nell Steinhauer is one of the
Phil Darnall, possessor of the second fastest steeplechase time
best shot putters in the U.S.,
in the nation this year, to perform before the Berkeley hometown
having thrown over 63 feet incrowd tomorrow in a triangular with U. C. and Oregon.
doors.
Other strong events for Oregon
"A great deal of credit has to considers the top contenders to
he given to coach Winter." states be Randy Matson, Texas A/SM are the javelin, 222 best mark:
Bob, "as he has certainly contrib- great (already 189 feet this pole vault, two men over 15: the
uted to my success here at State. year): Larry Kennedy, last high jump, where the best mark
His great knowledge of the event year’s NCAA champion; Jim Is 6-6, and the two mile, 8:48.
"I look for a close meet," said
has helped to correct my mistakes, Lancaster of Baylor; and or
especially the basic fundamentals course, Bob Stoecker of Stan- SJS track coach Bud Winter. "We
still have a few boys on the shelf,
which are so important. He also ford.
Beyond the NCAA and AAU but we bounced back in practice
is a great stimulator mentally,
tieing able to snap me out of a championships this summer, Bob Monday and we are leady.
slump easily.
can also look forward to the Mac"Tom Smith will run the MO
Bob. 6 ft., 210 lbs., does not cabian Games held August 23-31. and 220 again. Ile Is eager to
have the size that some of his in Tel Aviv, Israel. At the present run the 440, but both of us recompetitors do so he feels it man- time Bob is the top candidate alize he needs it great deal of
(tatory to supplement his track in the discus for the United .-peed work. Additionally, we
States, his only other competition ’ are running aganist men and not
training with weight lifting.
Bob states that c petition coming from Gary Gubner. Two thms, and we want him tic hv
41 stronger men are selected from the United I able to come back in the nsile
in the discus is
this year than last There are States so his chances of landing relay."
more throwers throwing con- a position on the team appear
Wayne Hermen will run both
s-stent ly over 173 ft-et. Bob excellent.
sprints and possibly both relays.
The 440 relay team will consist
of-Hermen, Lloyd Murad, Maurice
1Compton, and Smith.
Tim Knowles, Dave Long, and

FOR -MN CAR SERVICE SJS Judoists
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Transmissions
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The Spartan judo team will
travel to Alameda High School to
enter the City of Alameda Invitational Judo Tournament, Sunday.
The tournament will be held
in the Alameda High School Boys’
Gym, Alameda and Oak Street,
Alameda, California. The tournament is scheduled to start at 9:30
p.m. Juniors and intermediate will
report at 11 a.m. Senior reporting
time is 12 noon.
1 "This will be the last tournament of the season before the
Nationals," said head Spartan
judo coach, Yosh Uchida. This
ycar the Nationals will be held :it
hero Illinok University, May I
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OPEN
EVERY
WEEKNIGHT

Pay Wholesale Prices
ALCO PARAMOUNT
79 So. Third St., San Jose
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this ad and take
it down to the
Winzif this
weekend. I’ll get
in on the winzit
SPECIAL.
Will you?

This Weekend Only

Four Famous Special Burgers
to go
$100
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Recorders
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FOR DANCING & LISTENING

2 SPEEDS!

* CERAMIC MICROPHONE!
Digital Tape Counter
Record Light Indicator
A small s ze . . . but Big Sound! Compact, completely
portable and easy-to-operate for 101 uses in pleasure
and business! Full fidelity recording head and dual track
recording. Plays 3", 5", and 7" reels. COME IN . . .
II YOURSELF!

last prIstent your 6411 or ASS card

Mel Holmes will run in the 440:
Joe Neff will double in the mili
and 880. Mike Gibeau will run the
880 and will be available for the
mile relay if necessary.
The entrants in the other ek en-,
will remain the same as last ii:

GIRLS!

* DUAL TRACK RECORD!

to 5.15
Faculty & Students

(hr
491Vr N1. TX MR’ ’AVM’ lietr Xel

Enter Meet

SpeciA 1.vev Price!

WEBCOR hi-fi TAPE RECORDER

Special Discount

April 2 MI

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
413 E. Santa Clara
Call 295-9910

a

Hand Clappmg

Hilanous Old-tiroc Movies

Entrtaissmcnt

the

AVIM-AVIMIL
SALOON
AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
12860 SO. 1ST

I MI. SO. FAIRGROUNDS

(Near Hillsdale Ave.)
Phone BA 7-8390
Sorry N,, lt.1 11 rtrl dull u:::
ki,

ti:t Ns. 9511V

Friday, April 2. igen

Music Prof Accepts New Position

’Six To Al tend
NewsConfab

Dr. Hobe: I Hare, professor of versity of Detroit, and 14 A. from
music, has been appointed director , Wayne State UniNersity and a
of the School of Music [II Eastern I "IA). from the University 01’’
Iowa. Dr. Hare has also studied at ’
1
Illinois University at Charleston .
the ’ arnegie Institute of Tech,
III. He will assume his new duties , nology and Ohio University.
I
July 1.
’
Dr. Hare was solo hornist with
Dr. Harr, previously a faculty the Pittsburgh Symphony, the InI
member at Del Mar College. Cor- dianapolis Symphony, the Buffalo
pus Christi, Tex. and Marietta ’Philharmonic, the San Antonio
College, Marietta, Ohio, joined the ’Symphony, the Pittsburgh Opera
SJS faculty in 1956.
1Company and the Cincinnati OpIle holds
fl M. from the
era C,,mr, ,:IN
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STUDENT WILL SHARE HOME wits’,
or grad. 253.3667.
NEED I male mm -mate to share 2 b.,
i-i. Pool. $32.50 mo. Ph. 297.8661i_
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each car 95c.
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FURN COTTAGE TYPE APT. .r
.
5t.s.
/th,_292
LGE UNAPP
bdrrn. apt., oil. pd. S
,
9’ N 7th. Ap.

60 FALCON

FURN

CONTRACT FOR ’,ALE

Jost. Stale College
students will travel to
Berkeley today to participate in
the 16th annual convention of the
Press
Intercollegiate
California
Association. The meeting will be
held at the Claremont Hotel and
the Cal Slate campus at Hayward.
Those attending will be: Dave
Turner, Mel Gonsalves, Iry Tiessen, Larry Negrete, Tom Powell
and F:d Foster.
The meeting will be held in
conjunction with the California
Journalism Conference at which
Dr. Dwight Bente!, head Of the
SJS Journalism and Advertising
Department, will be chairman.
Charles V. Kappen, professor of
journalism, will head the delegati.n fNmn SJS

Fly to Europe
this summer on

r

1,ed rates for 2
29/ 4604

TIRE CHAINS - Sales & Rentals. Poi,
Navarra 8 Lehmann Bros. 1837 5 ki
294-0204
’64 HONDA 90. Like new U..ed ?V,
258-8517. C A. Barger
’Si CHEV. corn.. V-8. auto. Clean 5t.
251-9475.
.1
’58 CHEVY, 283 auk., R ’H. ex,
$425. CV 2-1512
’58T BIRD

.
. Sol San
journalism
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2 ,to b 691,

URN ROOMS

via
low group rates
A regularly scheduled

flight
Open only to S.J.S.C.
faculty, students,
empbvnes.
Approximately June 16
to Sept. 8

’63 HONDA 50 cc.
’55 BSA -250
’57 OLDS 98

Only a
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Take a break from studies and
relax at Weekend Co-Rae Saturday afternoon from 12:30 to 4:30 in
the Women’s Gym, PER Building
and Men’s Gym.
swimming,
include
Activities
badminton, volleyball, table tennis, basketball, weight lifting, softball and diving and trampoline
instruction.
As a special event this semester,
Weekend Co-Rec is sponsoring a
tow: of Lick Observatory on April
S 23 from 5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. The
Oust is 50 cents per person. Interested persons may sign up and
pay their fees through April 21
at the Student Affairs Office in
Barracks I. Additional information
can also be obtained there.

left

..e..CCCIVZCeSre.

Phone 12131 274-0729

7875 Santa Monica I315

1111.17g.
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LARGE 18 ROOM HOUSE, excel
Near campus. For App. call 292.07- .
LADY’S Square Gold Watch. Purple
tree 51.11.1, Said. Keepsake. 3 24.65. Cathy McKee
TAPE RECORDER: N,r,Steve
Oil
offer.
best
’
PE 9 4370.
S’S
or
Like
1
’FOUND -- Man’s Bicycle. Identify. Pay
TYPEWRITERS
$22 & $34. Stenotype
ior Act 793-2515.
f- $75. Call AL 2.6787
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER - muss shll LOST: White Ssrmoen Puppy. Vicinity 9tF,
r PI,: price. Exc. cond & San ",c 767183
111/11132:130.111111
TYPING._ All kinds .Bm electric. Wcni
ivaranteed. Ji. Vine, 378-8577,

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Cho
I Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos
10 SPD. BIKE -- Rack and license, $50.
TYPING - Term paper thesis, etc
.’-6-2170. Ask for Dave.
Pica electric. 243.6313.
.
565. Good
MEXICAt
TYPIST - Neat, fast, corrections mach,
Mrs. O’Neill, 377.7843.

HASFCR -.
v.’,
,
BABY. SITTER WANTED
c
’1 00 a.m.-4 p.m. Furn. own
trans. 51
AM 2- 1958.
-- --PHOTOGRAPHER - Part Circe week.
car and 120 camera.
ends I.but not net. Phone

Group To Sponsor
Lick Observatory
Tour on April 23

SIERRA TRAVEL OF BEVERLY HILLS

E

1111=1111111

seats

stutb-itt Muth Nociely, 4
El r241. I ir. John Tiuutotan present s Poterit hi I Operators in the
maw,International Student Center,
8:30 p.m., 285 S. Market. "International Fashion Show" featuring
male and female costumes from
around the world.
International Student Organization, 3:30 p.m., cafeteria A and B.
Mrs. Judy Gerson, SJS graduate
student in dance, will perform.
(’tires
club. 12:30 p.m., 1117.

Charter Flight New York -Europe $264.00 R.T.
Sept. 11, Brussels to N.Y.
June 15, N.Y. to Brussels

’64 VW

Garrnisch. Size 8. 530
SKI BOOT
Sa-d W.
$5. Draft Equip. 298.1858
SPANISH GUITAR - Excel. cond. $25
48 S. 4.1
13. 294.0139
- ink tape recorder. Ex
SONY

few

Swiss style chess tournament be-

L

Call CV 3-3992
cdinr apt. $ i5 roc. 450 ’
v 298.2336.
- --I BDRM. - Unapp. (urn., wtr. 8, ot
t 298 2754 cr 294-5884. $89.50.
460 S. 6th - 3 rm. furnished, gar. Qi
Apr. 16. 292.2250
FURN STUDIO APT. - $70 mo. 42 1,

Spartaguide
TODAY:

TYPING -- All kinds. RHasonable. P.
0 & delivery. CV 4-3772. 96.

RELIABLE TYPING - Spelling and
tors corrected. 292-2346.
IRONING - A kind, done at hc.
LOw rates. Eves. & Sat. 286.4364,
TAPES EXCLUSIVE - Auto Stereo c
tridoes. 259-4588. 2263 Alum Rock A.
-GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - for young TYPING - All kinds. Work guarante,
Will train for credi Available any time. CV 3-8190.
-rstion Cr
dept Contact per.
TRANSPORTATION 191
sonnet mgr. Apply 441 Park Ave.. Suite
5.
YOUNG MAN - Management trainee RIDERS WANTED TO L.A. Easter VJ
part time. Prefer business experience bu Lo. Apr. 9. ret. 18th. 286-8768.
not required. $50 v.4. to start. Apply 441 RIDERS WANTED to Seattle for EasPark Ave.. Suite 5. 3-5 p.m. daily.
Vacation. Mary. 294-4408.
TALENT WANTED for Talent Showcase RIDE TO PHOENIX about Apr. 9 f
Show. Every Sunday 7.11. RICARDO’S Spring Rest. 297-1836 after 10:30
PIZZA. 218 Wilicw. For inform. call
RIDE WANTED to Las Vegas. Sp,
294.4009
Vacation. Cheri. 297-5977.
HOUSING IiS

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
wHOLESA IF DISTRIBUTORS
HI-FI

ELECTRONIC PARTS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

Open

1425

W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 8-1212

11 I

NePailleihale

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CT 2-7726
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wholesale and Retail

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

79c/ 2 lbs.
75e lb.
RIB STEAKS
SMALL LOIN LAMB CHOPS.... 98c lb.
45 lb.
FRANKFURTERS
46C lb.
SLICED BOLOGNA

GROUND BEEF

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses

To place an ad:

MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
Cell at
-Men. Best rood in town. New apt
units. Linen & maid serv. Kit. 8, laund
Adv.
Office J206
Classified
foci’. 3 TV’s 122 N. 8th, CV 5-9504
MWF 9:30-3:30
’1713 .1
T-Th 10:30-3:30
I BEDROOM APT., living rm. paneled
547 S. 11th. Mgr. apt. 4. 295-8101.
Send In handy order blank. Enclose
$30 MONTH - Clean rooms, 1/2 block cash or check. Make check out tr
SJS. Kitchen, liv. rm., showers. No lease Spartan Deily Classifieds.
.
v04 AI 14 DA VFLAT
Utlities ori 797 1377

To buy, sell, rent, or
anything.
announce
lust fill out and clip
this hand, order
blank

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206. San lose State
College. San lose 14.
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFIED RATES

2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
!meant ler
each additional line

2.50

3.75

6.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print rota ad hare:
(Count 33 Letters and Was

tor Each um.

for Seniors and Graduates in

Geology Engineer
Discusses Survey
Walter Hoffman, district engineer for the U.S. Geological Survey IUSGSI, Surface Water
Branch, will be the guest speaker
at is meeting of the American
Society of Civil Engineers at 8
pm., Monday in E132.
Hoffman will speak on "Background Introduction to the Activities of USGS" and "The December
’64 Not them California Flood."
Color slides will be shown at
the meeting which is open to students and faculty.

Ram

All inters less!: still tie
at the Placement Centi-r, Sit ’ii
234. Check at the ream I 1iir
thaw of appointment..
MON DA V:
I’S. Steel (’orporation: business
administ ration, mat hemat ies, economies wills slicing math background. Positions in plant
management trainee program. Industrial engineering, industrial relations, production planning.
Northwestern Mutual Life Incurones’ C pan: business, economics, liberal arts majors for positions as sales and service representatives. Citizenship required.
Male only. Work in Santa Clara
County,
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
Company: mathematics, business
administration, liberal arts maYors
for positions as management
trainee, mortgage loan representative, group representative, actuinsurance sales.
arial
trainee,
Citizenship required. Male only.
Work in Los Angeles and other
areas.
Fairchild Semiconductor: MBAaccounting, finance with accounting degree, engineering, physics,
chemistry, ceramics, metallurgy,
MS in electrical engineering. Positions in production engineering,
production con t ro I, production
supervisor, industrial engineering,
device devolopment, finance. Must
have permanent residence status.
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft: mechancial engineering, aeronautics,
chemistry, materiel science majors for positions in same.
Xerox Corporation: MBA--marketing with sales experience preferred. Positions as marketing
team represent a I ive.

MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MONDAY, APRIL 5
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft

Rue 111

Address__
(DC of deft)

Enclose

IAn

oivisoNcro.

A

Equol Opportunity Employer

SPEC.10.11,1, IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION -POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS,
CURRENT UTILIZATION, INCLUDE AIRCRAF T, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Starting Oats

man

skilled

in

Westnin

ad summer camp.

July 4 to August 23, 1965
Hirirg now for the summer

Latin Arts and Crafts
ale Town & Country Village

Phone Mrs. Barnett
PL 4-7703

San Jose, Calif.

72lIg-AgagrIZWEL"nal-U-531-WLIvkag.T22%ZaZ,I-Lf....1.

SOON -2 LOCATIONS

Moyer Music
Largest

Selection of

Guitars in Town

Job Interviews

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

E for Sale (3)
E Help Wanted (4)
p Housing (5)
DI Lost and Found (6)

Transportation (9)

College

4-,

LI Announcements (11

Personals (7)
E Services (8)

100. Discount
to Students

MAN WANTED
Horsemanship to counsel at local vi

ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and

[j] Automotive (2)

Ii

Russel have been taken. The fee
also covers one night’s lodging at
the setninar site.
Further information may be obtained from either Dr. Vest Sharma, Phi Sigma Tau adviser, or
The seminar, co-sponsored with from Paul Oler in Dr. Sharma’s
the University of the Pacific, will 10( tic, F0231
be held at Columbia State Park.
about five miles from Sonora.
A registration fee of $2 per
Have you
Person will cover the cost of
seen
the new
"Political Power and Personal
Freedom" from which the articles
Mexican Jewelry Shop?
by Sidney Hook and Bertrand
The SJS Philosophy Club and
Phi Sigma Tau, national philosophy honor society, will sponsor a
three-day seminar beginning today
dealing with the moral issues involved in nuclear disarmament.

Now at
84 E. San Fernando
Next to Western Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sfs.)

298-5404
Soon to Open at

5153 Stevens Creek Rd.
(at Lawrence Station Rd. - across
from Futurarna Bowl)
248-9858

-1
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Minimum
Two lines One time Three times Flea
One time Mc a line 25c a line 20c

doss
a IMO
$2.00 :

Friends of SNCA’, 7:30 p.m.,
,
I AME Zion Church, Fourth and
San Antonio Streets. Seminar fealuring Mike Miller, SNCC staff
member, presenting information on
summer project and MFDP chat_
lensgo,e..iety
of Automotive E.
neers, 7:30 p.m., AB107.
Sangho Club, 1:30 p.m., miss,
introductory meeting.
TOMORROW:
Social Work Club ,,E,tendmit,
group, 9:15 a.m., meet in front of
Big Dipper. Weekly visit to Ag.
news State Mental Hospital. All
welcome. Return by noon.
SUNDAY:
Tri-C Club, 9:45 a.m. and 5:45
p.m., Third and San Antonio
Streets. Morning seminar and evening forum.

Philosophy Groups Hold
Disarmament Seminar

7’he color is yellow

7’he maker is

All sizes are I1014’ available in Ganes Hugger button.
downs. Three styles to choose from - short sleeves
and pulltwer. button-front and long sleeves .... 6.50
Browse through our many new spring suits and sport
coats that are a natural with that nett, yellow shirt!

San Jose State’s Traditional Shops
3rd and San Fernando Streets
also Town & Country Village, San Jose

